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Supporting the rights of individuals with disabilities with choices for employment.

Mission Statement
The mission of Vocational Services, Inc. is to enhance the quality of life
for individuals with disabilities and to support their rights by offering
choices for employment and community integration.

VSI Board of Directors
Vocational Services Inc. is fortunate to receive the leadership of an outstanding Board of
Directors. Serving as volunteers, these leaders represent the business community, numerous professions as well as parents and guardians.
These dedicated members are:
President Paula J. Torkelson, Registered Nurse, Retired, North Kansas City Hospital
Vice President William Welliver, Parent; Park Hill School District Bus Driver
Secretary John Bucher, Vice President of BMO Harris Bank
Treasurer Adam Moyers, Certified Public Accountant
Cynthia Gassen, Elementary P.E. Teacher, University Academy
Richard Hubbard, Rehabilitation Counselor, Retired Board
Bill Quigley, Retired Educator and Counselor
Rusty Turner Owner, Stars N Bars Music

VSI Staff
Randy Hylton, Executive Director
Kimbal Mothershead, Assistant Executive Director
Leroy Marvel, Human Resources Manage
Sheila Williams, Work and Personal Services Manager
Jennifer Seidel, Supported Employment Manager
Sherry Summers, Program Services Manager
Barbara Wright, Executive Administrator
Roxanne Dabbs, General Manager
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Workshops Show High Rates of Consumer, Business Success
Extended Employment in VSI’s three workshops remains a core of the organization’s
options for people with developmental disabilities.
VSI operates three workshops, two in
Liberty and one in North Kansas City.
Additionally, each of the three locations offers
some unique services for both the workers
and business customers. The latter are important because their contracts are critical to supporting these services, making them much
lower in cost for taxpayers to support these
services for a total of over 150 workers.
Located in North Kansas City, Shop No. 1
is the organization’s oldest and remains in the
community where VSI began 51 years ago.
Like the other two workshops, the North
Kansas City location serves a variety of com-

panies in the business community, from small
startups that “go big” thanks to VSI’s flexible
services to some of the largest and most
demanding corporations in the nation. Shop
No. 1 serves approximately 55 employees.
Shop No. 2 in Liberty is the largest, with
82 workers. It also hosts several unique programs, including VSI’s original first-aid kits
for pets and VSI’s PrintShop. Both of these
services expand VSI’s business footprint,
increasing opportunities for employees with
disabilities. These and other developments
help offset traditional workshop business losses, which have occurred in recent years due to
international competition and automation.
Workshop No. 3 with approximately 42
employees is VSI’s smallest, but it too offers
some unique options. This capable group

“The staff here treat me like they would
any other person. I look at them as my
own family. They’re very nice and
respectful.”
– Workshop employee
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generally handles some of VSI’s most complex
and difficult jobs and has earned respect from
some of the most demanding customers for
the workers’ ability to deliver important work
on time with high quality.
The work produces important results in
other ways as well. Among those served, VSI
workshops record a 91 percent satisfaction
rate and a 94 percent satisfaction rate by
stakeholders.
These results are no accident. As noted in
the recent survey by CARF, VSI is acknowledged for its organization-wide consumer-first
attitude. Consumers indicated that they
deeply appreciate the respect staff members
give them. Enriching consumers’ lives is an
evident priority of VSI.

Competitive Employment Increases Job Options
Competitive Integrated Employment (formerly supported employment) is an important option for an increasing number of VSI
consumers.
As many as 80 people with disabilities find
employment in the community through this
program. These individuals work everywhere
from grocery stores to hotels, restaurants, hospitals and other locations throughout the
Northland. The number has increased significantly in recent years as VSI has focused on
expanding these employment options, but the
program is not new. Some workers have
logged as many as 19 years in the program,
while others have “graduated” out of the program and now work on their own.
The process is highly individualized but
usually starts with guided discovery and

exploration to determine an individual’s vocational goals and skills. The next step is job
development, where staff members meet with
the consumer to help find and apply for specific jobs. Although some consumers may
find long-term employment quickly, others
may explore five or 10 positions before finding a good fit.
After a good match, the program still isn’t
finished. When a client starts a job, VSI’s
employment staff continue to help with job
coaching by regularly visiting the consumer at
his or her work site and helping with job
skills or other challenges he or she may face
on the job. Finally, after that initial learning
period, staff continues assistance in a “followalong” period. Depending on the individual,
that support can continue as long as he or she

retains that position. Even with such individualized attention, VSI’s competitive employment program serves a high number of people. During 2016, 21 individuals participated
in discovery and exploration services, 31 participated in job development, 13 accepted
jobs through supported employment and two
accepted jobs through employment supports.
In addition, 21 people received job-coaching
supports.
These efforts make for long-lasting success.
Eighty-three percent of the individuals supported through the follow-along program
were employed in their jobs for 12 months or
longer, 91 percent of the people served and
93 percent of the stakeholders served through
CIE were satisfied with the services.

“We are just
beginning the
Supported
Employment
transition from
the workshop.
The staff communicates frequently, shows
my daughter
respect and listens to my
input.”
– Parent
“This is a great
program, and
we appreciate
the people who
work for you
and check on
our son regularly. Thank
you.”
– Parent
“I am very
happy with the
way my daughter enjoys her
job. Thank
you.”
– Parent
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WPS: A Remarkable “Little” Program Makes Huge Strides
VSI’s Work And Personal Services program
is yet another example of the organization’s
deep commitment to serving the community
and all of its residents.
Workshops traditionally have served those
with disabilities that made it difficult for
them to pursue and keep traditional careers.
Early on, however, VSI staff noted that standard workshops still left some behind, and it
was necessary to find a way to extend the
work opportunity for individuals who needed
more assistance with areas like job tasks or
behavior. Others who needed a little assistance included those who had served in workshops for years and needed a little extra help
due to aging.
In the past several years, still another group
has begun entering WPS because of the

Workforce Innovation and Training Act
(WIOA). This federal law added many new
requirements for how young people just out
of high school must enter workshop employment. Many were diagnosed on the Autism
spectrum and sometimes struggled in workshops because of open spaces, noises, lights
and other sensory stimulation. WPS provides
a longer, more individualized training than
typical workshop settings where supervisors
must share their attention with up to 22
workers.
Currently, VSI operates two WPS programs, one in North Kansas City and the
other in Liberty Shop No. 2, with 10 and 16
consumers respectively.
Their activities involve two key areas of
focus: learning appropriate work habits and

job skills, and volunteer experiences to practice what they learn and see more of the
world.
Work and Personal Services is an openended program. If WPS participants move to
a workshop position or integrated position in
the community and then experience a major
challenge, WPS is always there for some help.
The service uses computer programs that can
help consumers with mathematics, telling
time, matching and sorting and hand-eye
coordination.
All of this is carefully planned in collaboration with consumers’ parents or guardians
and monitored for necessary updates and
changes. In the end, it provides still more
opportunity for those who need it most.

“We have
always felt that
VSI strives to
do the very
best for everyone in the
workshop, and
they always act
in a professional manner.
Thanks for
meeting the
needs of those
entrusted to
you.”
– Parents
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CARF Survey Highlights VSI Strengths, Services
VSI’s most recent survey by CARF
International not only brought another, highly respected three-year accreditation, the
report provided outstanding detail on VSI’s
program and philosophy. The report summary is a good place to start:
“VSI benefits from a highly committed and
stable workforce. Its personnel turnover rate
of 33 percent is much lower than the national
average for similar organizations.
“The board, which represents a diversity of
skills, meets monthly to discharge its governance duties. The directors also attend committee meetings to support the organization’s
work in the areas of finance and program
services.
“VSI deploys iPad® devices featuring translation software, which facilitates intake and
communication with consumers who are
non-English speaking.
“The staff members and managers are
cross-trained to provide support in multiple
work areas in the event of employee absence
or other reasons.
“VSI has acquired the Insperity
PerformSmartTM software system to assist in
managing personnel performance evaluations.
The system is cloud based and, therefore,
accessible by all program sites.
“The organization demonstrates a strong

commitment to the health and safety of the
consumers and staff members. For example,
critical incident reports are reviewed by committees, which implement process improvement activities as appropriate.
“VSI is acknowledged for its organizationwide consumer-first attitude. Consumers
indicated that they deeply appreciate the
respect staff members give them. Enriching
consumers’ lives is an evident priority of
VSI.”
– CARF
“VSI has created and distributes a unique
pet first aid kit to a niche market of pet lovers
across the United States and Canada.
“The consumers’ individual service plans
include specific measurable objectives that are
clearly stated, obtainable, and easily understood by the employees and consumers.
“VSI’s warm and respectful personnel competently provide services to the consumers.
Their interactions with the consumers reflect
compassion, patience, enthusiasm, and pride
of service.
“Stakeholders were very complimentary
regarding the organization and unanimously
indicated that it provides quality services.

When asked about the services, a stakeholder
commented, “This place is fantastic.”
Stakeholders, when invited to provide a oneword description of the organization, used
terms that included “teamwork,” “committed,” “compassion,” “dedicated,” and “awesome.”
“VSI is acknowledged for its organizationwide consumer-first attitude. Consumers
indicated that they deeply appreciate the
respect staff members give them. Enriching
consumers’ lives is an evident priority of VSI.
“Employers respect and appreciate VSI’s
support staff members, whom they stated are
responsive to their needs and those of the
consumers. A manager commented that the
staff member he works with is professional,
knowledgeable, and supportive and goes
beyond typical expectations. These strong
relationships promote positive employment
opportunities and experiences for the consumers.
“Staff members work with determination, a
respectful attitude, teamwork, flexibility, and
professionalism. They extend themselves
beyond their assigned responsibilities and are
always available to the consumers. It is evident that the personnel believe in the organization’s mission and consumer-driven culture.”

Challenges Include State and National Regulations
Like workshops nationwide, Vocational
Services, Inc. faces many challenges in its
efforts to deliver services for people with
developmental disabilities.
For several years, VSI has worked hard to
diversify its business footprint with efforts
like the manufacture of pet first-aid kits and
the VSI Print Shop. Both broaden VSI’s economic foundation by expanding services
beyond traditional workshop contracts, which
historically have provided over half of workshop funding.
New Federal Law
While these challenges continue along with
VSI’s efforts to meet them, recent years have
also brought dramatic increases in challenges
from state and, especially, federal regulations.
One of the most dramatic is the federal
Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act
(WIOA), which became law almost five years
ago.
WIOA established new laws and regulations

regarding how young people out of high
school may enter workshop employment,
emphasizing a wide range of choices and
ensuring that young people with disabilities
understand where they are going and what
they will be doing. For older, existing workers, WIOA requires that they be apprised on
an annual basis about job options, including
competitive jobs in the community. In both
cases, workshops are required to support the
worker’s transition.
This simple description barely hints at the
layers of state regulations that were required
to enact the law and the efforts workshops
would need to complete to be in compliance.
The Missouri Model
VSI and other Missouri workshops were
more than up to this task. Beginning in early
2016, VSI and the Missouri Association of
Sheltered Workshop Managers cooperated
closely with the Missouri Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education’s
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Sheltered Workshop and Vocational
Rehabilitation divisions.
These groups literally invented a new
Missouri system for enacting WIOA. One of
the leaders in this effort was VSI Executive
Director Randy Hylton, then serving as
MASWM legislative chair. The Hook Center
for Educational Leadership and District
Renewal at the University of Missouri was
also involved.
The results not only included workshop
best practices but also training films and documents. In addition, these groups created an
entire network of policies and information to
assist more than 6,000 Missouri employees
with disabilities and future employees leaving
high school. Counseling guidelines, outcomes
and more were also developed. Impressively,
VSI and Missouri accomplished all of this in
only a matter of months. Today, other states
are looking to Missouri as a model for how
they will deal with one of the biggest challenges ever to face the nation’s workshops.

VSI Success Stories
Jimmy Dayton: Taking Care of Business
Jimmy Dayton is an outstanding example
of how VSI consumers can compete – and
thrive – in the community.
As part of VSI’s Competitive Integrated
Employment program, Jimmy has been
employed at a Dollar General store for nearly
three years. Nearly one year ago, he was promoted to a “key holder” position that sees
him opening and closing the store independently.
The promotion came with a raise and
added responsibilities. Jimmy frequently
works extra shifts and, on any given day, can
be found checking out customers and stocking shelves at Dollar General. His manager,
Karen, refers to Jimmy as “Mr.
Responsibility.”
Jimmy is an outstanding example of what
many employees can accomplish.

Andy Martinez: Living Life to the Fullest
Andy Martinez serves as a role model by
setting high expectations for himself and
working hard to achieve them as an employee, a volunteer and an athlete.
Andy is an exceptional worker. Since coming to work at VSI in 2007, he has outstanding attendance and safety records. He’s also
learned a variety of jobs, including operating

equipment like VSI’s baler.
Andy is also an international athlete. He’s
competed in state, national and world Special
Olympics, including the 2017 Winter Special
Olympics in Austria where he earned a
bronze medal in a snowshoe competition and
several awards in other events. He also competed in the 2009 Special Olympics in Idaho.
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VSI is proud that Andy keeps the organization in mind, even as he reaches new heights.
During one of his interviews shortly after
receiving the bronze medal, Andy was heard
saying I can’t wait to show this to my people
at VSI. What is so wonderful about this is
that he truly wants this joy to be shared. His
compassion translates into a bigger story of
hope and faith.
Andy is the son of Platte County residents
Kathy and Mike Martinez, who accompanied
him on the Olympic trip.

VSI: Over Half a Century of Serving the Community

1966

Vocational Services
Inc. was the ninth
workshop to open in the
state. Mr. Dick
Wasserstrom was
named Executive
Director. His leadership
proposed growth of residential and other services for individuals with
disabilities. He retired
in 1993.

By 1966 there were 12
workshops in Missouri and
the state was on its way to
nearly 100 workshops serving more than 7,000 people.
Dick Wasserstrom
Executive Director

1967

1968

NKC Workshop Opening

Robert Sevier was
elected the first president of the VSI Board
of Directors.

1969

1970

1971

Night of the Stars

Dick Wasserstrom
and the Board of
Directors propose a
Clay County Judge
to authorize placement on the ballot of
a tax levy for services to people with disabilities.

Missouri Senate
Bill 40 provided
important funding
support by enabling
local counties to
create tax levies for
workshops and residential facilities.

Singer Marilyn Mae
and Quarterback Len
Dawson of the KC Chiefs
hosted a benefit for VSI
at the Gold Buffet.
Tickets were $15 a person and entertainment
included Tony DiPardo
and his 16-piece band.

The first press release was
submitted to “The Liberty
Shopper” in June 1967 to
announce the opening of
Vocational Services workshop
leased quarters of 1729 Swift
in North Kansas City.

The original VSI workshop in North Kansas City
was a former hair salon.

Ted Stafford
Board President

1975-1976

1978

1986

Workshop No. 2 in Liberty was built in 1975.
This 10,240 square feet of unobstructed space was
designed with particular attention to accessibility.
This location had the potential to serve 165
employees when work began in 1976.

The Rotary Club held a sale
of Florida fruit that helped
provide funds to remodel the
NKC location. The clubs
members tore down walls in
several small rooms to make
one large modern lunchroom. Improvements included
tables & chairs, a candy
machine and a pop machine.

VSI Annex opens
at 935 Kent in
Liberty, Mo.

1991
VSI Pet Care
Products created a
unique line of first
aid kits for pets and
horses to market and
manufacture providing more work
opportunities for
Production
Employees.

Randy D. Hylton is
appointed Assistant
Executive Director
of VSI.

1990
Supported
Employment is
launched. This program assists
Production
Employees to obtain
their choice of
employment out in
the Community.

1993
Randy D. Hylton is appointed
Executive Director of VSI. He has
served as Supervisor
of all three workshops and has promoted several new
programs as well as
being instrumental in
VSI’s national
CARF accreditation.
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Jerry L.
Tindall is
named
Assistant
Executive
Director
of VSI,
Retiring in
2011.

1993

1993
Work and Personal
Services began to
provide assistance
from Staff for
Production
Employees who are
in need of more
intensive job training
in order to complete
their work tasks.

1993 VSI
receives its
first, threeyear accreditation by the
Commission
on
Accreditation of Rehabilitation
Facilities (CARF). VSI received
its first ever CARF accreditation
in 1991.

1996

VSI Lawn Care provided yearround commercial and residential
lawn and landscaping care as well as
increase work opportunities for
Production Workers.
VSI Toner Service provided complete disassembly, rebuilding and
inspection of all toner cartridges and
components as well as 10% more
toner than original specifications.

House Bill 639 is signed by
Gov. Mell Carnahan. The bill
increased state funding support
for sheltered workshops. The
law budgets $1 per day in support increases for each of the
next two years. The present support is $7 per day per employee
in attendance and comes from
the Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education.

1997

The VSI Vet Kit was featured on “Horseworld “ a
national cable network.
Hosted by world champion
rodeo Cowboy Larry Mahan.

VSI Pet Care
Products is
accepted into the
World Wide Pet
Association
(WWPIA), which
today is known as
the WPA.

1998

1999

VSI Celebrates
its 25th
Anniversary of
Working for the
Public Good

The VSI Annex
location at 935
Kent in Liberty
was remodeled to
include the
administrative
offices.

2011
Bill Barr
named Assistant
Executive
Director of VSI.

The website
VSISERVE.ORG
is launched on
the Internet.

2014
Paula Torkelson
is elected as president of the VSI
Board of Directors.

VSI Executive Director Randy Hylton has been
named president of the Missouri Association of
Sheltered Workshop Managers. MASWM is dedicated to providing dignified and meaningful
employment opportunities for people with disabilities through quality products and services
across the state of Missouri which serve nearly
8,500.

2003

2010

Bill Welliver
is elected president of the
Board of
Directors.

VSI installs a Konica Minolta
Bizhub PRESS C6000 and the Print
Shop was established to expand
work opportunities for production
workers.

2016
Randy Hylton
hosts VSI’s 50
years of Service
Anniversary
Celebration.
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2017
Kimbal
Mothershead named
Assistant Executive
Director

Year End 2017 Outcome Measurement Summary
Vocational Services, Inc. Year-End 2017
Rehabilitation (VR) to establish one direct
Measuring Success
Outcome Measurement Summary
point of contact at VR to send referrals to.
A major question historically involves the
In order to maximize the quality of services
In 2017, the average turn around for new
level of consumer success with community
for people with disabilities, parents and
referrals was down to 25 days, from 43 in
employment. In this area, VSI identified that
guardians, VSI reviews its program results
2016.
information and used it to design improveeach year.
ments. VSI has found that many individuals
Of the 19 new referrals in 2017, seven of
The first area reviewed addresses the numactually were exceeding the 12 months of
these individuals are current VSI employees.
ber of workshop consumers that VSI has sup- The remaining eleven referrals either had no
employment and have still continued to
ported in obtaining Community Integrated
wait or only a one- or two-day wait following maintain community employment for the
Employment (CIE) in the community.
many years that have followed. The average
their informational meeting to begin services
In 2017, 24 consumers participated in
percent of consumers maintaining employwith VSI.
informational meetings discussing employment 12 months or longer in 2017 was 82
Other results identify a positive trend
ment and other opportunities. Of the 24
percent.
towards the timely completion of Job
informational meetings held, 18 individuals
Consumers themselves gave these programs
Discovery and Exploration Plans. Year-end
currently work at VSI. Twenty consumers
2017 data falls well below the expectancy tar- a high rating. In 2017, 96 percent (45) of the
obtained CIE services following an informaget of 90 days. At the same time, the number 47 survey respondents indicated satisfaction.
tional meeting.
Stakeholders agreed, with 97 percent
Regarding the 20 consumers obtaining
(37) of the 38 survey respondents indinew authorizations for services, seven
cating satisfaction.
were current VSI employees, seven indiAnother measurement involves hourly
viduals had previously received VSI’s CIE
wages, which continued a general rise.
services, and six of these individuals
The average in 2017 was $2.60 per
referred from Missouri’s Vocational
hour, up from $2.14 in 2016.
Rehabilitation program began receiving
Extended employment has also
services from VSI in 2017 for the first
improved placement times, reaching a
time. Two of the six new entries were
low of 44 days in 2017. The average
high school transition students. The avernumber of calendar days also dropped
age age overall of the six new referrals
for obtaining extended employment following a request for application or referwas 24. Three of these six new referrals
ral.
are residents of Platte County, one indiVSI’s increasing focus on Community Integrated
vidual resides in Liberty and two individVSI’s Work and Personal Services saw
Employment is bringing increased diversity of opportunity
uals reside in or near Excelsior Springs.
a slight increase in time needed for
for consumers
entry, but it also saw an increase in perIn 2016, the manager of VSI’s CIE
sons served. In 2017, seven employees
program began visiting the VSI workshop locations on a consistent, quarterly basis of Discovery and Exploration Plans completentered WPS, averaging 27 days from opento provide a large group informational meeting to entry. Additionally, during 2017, two
ed has also declined by 43 percent from the
employees transferred from Facility 1 to
ing. Several times during the 2017 meetings,
previous year.
a peer representative also attended these
The length of Job development services has Facility 2.
meetings with the CIE program manager to
Employee satisfaction surveys are a major
varied dependent on individual needs and
share with the group personal experience with availability. VSI staff is committed to providmeasurement. VSI Extended Employment, as
competitive employment and to answer ques- ing meaningful job development services that well as Work and Personal Services, have utilized employee satisfaction surveys to gage
tions from his/her perspective.
will result in a job match that will provide
long-term employment. In 2017, 25 consatisfaction for many years. During 2017, 97
Significant Improvement
sumers participated in job development servpercent (556) of the (573) surveys offered
For several years, VSI has made a noticeable ices, and 14 consumers obtained competitive
were completed. Four hundred and eightyimprovement for CIE placements. Results in
employment.
eight of the survey respondents indicated sat2013 were the highest seen since 2008, with
In the area of job coaching, when a conisfaction by responding “yes” when asked “Do
another peak in 2016 when results exceeded
sumer has obtained competitive employment, you like working at VSI?” A similar number
the expectancy goal. Many changes proceduVR provides the funding for these services. In of stakeholders, 97 percent, indicated satisfacrally were made to improve the turnaround
2017, 27 consumers received job-coaching
tion in 2017
time in this area. VSI management incorposervices. Ten consumers transitioned from job
A final area measured VSI Program Services
rated procedures to respond to requests for
coaching to follow-along services, averaging
individualized planning to assist the person
informational meetings and set expected
100 days of job coaching services. At yearserved in obtaining personal outcomes. In
response times for VSI staff to complete refer- end, four consumers continued to receive job
2017, 134 Portfolio Questionnaires were
rals. In addition, leadership worked closely
coaching.
completed with 100 percent indicating satiswith Missouri Department of Vocational
faction, up from 96 percent in 2016.
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VSI Continues Adaptation to Changing Communities
Vocational Services, Inc. provides services
to residents of Clay and Platte counties of
Missouri. This region includes both rural and
suburban areas. The agency employs staff
members within a 60-mile radius, which also
includes rural, suburban and urban areas.
Data reported through the U.S. Census
Bureau indicated that VSI’s 246
consumers/employees are reflective of the
region’s population. Of the 246 individuals
served, one individual utilized American Sign
Language (ASL). There was one consumer
who reported English as a second language.
In the past, VSI staff who encountered
Limited English Proficient (LEP) individuals
report this occurring in the school setting
during transition services and from referrals
from Vocational Rehabilitation. In both of

these settings, the referral sources have provided interpreters. In the last year, Vocational
Individual Planning meetings have been held
at the workshop locations with the individual
served who reports English as a second language. There were no requests for interpreting
services in 2017.

Working with Consumers
The employment services offered by VSI
include scheduled activities (Vocational
Individual Planning meetings and
Community Integrated Employment
Services) and in most cases have been planned
in advance. This provides time and consideration of any needed accommodations, including interpreting services. There are times
when an individual may stop in for program
information and/or contact information, but generally speaking, our
service delivery system does allow for
time to seek assistance with language
if needed and would not create a
critically time-sensitive situation.
With that being said, there are
occasions within the workshop setting when information regarding job
tasks or employment information
needs to be shared more quickly.
In 2013, an initial assessment of
language needs was completed.
While it was discovered that the
need for language assistance was
minimal, VSI leadership encouraged
the Cultural Competency
Committee to investigate options
and/or resources to provide language
assistance when needed. During
2015, VSI staff successfully used
Quick Translator application software to assist an LEP employee in
the development and implementation of the employee’s Vocational
Individualized Plan. This application
was run through a cellular phone. It
had the capacity for voice-to-voice as
well as optical character recognition
and would translate from 44 foreign
languages to 64 user languages.
While this was effective, use of the
cellular phone was not optimal.
The committee recommended VSI
purchase a tablet or similar device to
be checked out by staff for use when
VSI looks for changes in the population of those it
translation services are needed. VSI
serves and continously develops strategies to better accomsecured a grant to purchase the
modate those changes.
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tablets and to install translation applications
and ASL software. iPads were purchased and
put into use in March 2016. Translator and
ASL applications were installed, and staff was
provided training. The iPad's have been used
a number of times during case management
services for employees, as well as during services provided through Community Integrated
Employment. Results have been mixed.
There have been reports from staff who
believe the translation application has been a
helpful tool and improved communication,
while in other situations individuals have
been resistant to the use of the applications.
In another scenario, the individual's cognitive
impairment made it difficult for him to use
the device even with staff support.
More recently a parent attending a planning meeting had added a translation application to her own cell phone for use and
requested this application be used on the
iPad. This request has been forwarded to the
IT department for review. The parent was
very pleased with how much progress her
daughter has made learning English while
working at VSI. Staff has provided a referral
for Community Integration Services, which
may allow additional opportunities for language immersion experiences.
Going Forward
After analysis of Clay and Platte counties'
population, the data does not reflect a significant change in any areas within the scope of
this plan. The population served at VSI is
reflective of the community served.
Staff will continue to be aware of the needs
of the individuals served and continue to
make referrals as appropriate. VSI leadership
will monitor trends and evaluate affordable
options to address any identified language
needs.
To enhance the understanding of new cultures, VSI is committed to training staff on
an annual basis. VSI has also developed a
Cultural Competency Committee representative of all programs/services. This committee
includes consumer representation, Assistant
Director, Executive Administrative Assistant,
Human Resource Representative and Program
Services Manager.
The Cultural Competency Committee will
report annually to the Board of Directors,
management team and other stakeholders as
appropriate.

Comments Say A Lot About The VSI Story
Vocational Services, Inc., follows a philosophy of continuous dialogue with consumers,
parents, guardians and others. Here are a few
comments that give a good idea of how the
VSI story impacts lives.
What Community Integrated Employment
Consumers are Saying:
“I like working at Hy-Vee. Thank you for
helping me get this job.”

Community Integrated Employment
Parent/Guardian Comments:
“Thanks for all who help our loved one.
His success is evident.”

What Funders/Employers are Saying,
Community Integrated Employment:

“Our son loves working there. He continues to be happy every day, and he has a lot
to say about everyone.”

much.”
“In what way has VSI program services been
helpful to you?”

“I am grateful that this facility is available
for my daughter. Thank you very much.”

“Helping me to stay on task and learn to
be an independent person and learn
responsibilities.”

“What services have been most helpful to
you and or your family member?”
“The diligence of the service providers in
extending support to consumers. It is also
impressive how good VSI coordinates with
Vocational Rehabilitation in the
program/process particularly with the
Supported Employment.”
“All the activities offered!”
“WPS (Work and Personal
Services) was beneficial to my
daughter in enabling her to work
at VSI, which she enjoyed very

“Great job! Great agency! We are very
impressed with new management and of
course your billing department is on top of
things.”
“You guys do a great job with your clients.
Keep up the good work.”

Parent/Guardian Comments, Workshop:
“I am very satisfied with the services
provided. I believe the VSI team performs at an awesome level.”
“I want to thank all the staff for their
support and hard work with my adult
child. I feel she is very happy there
and has learned new skills this year,
and she loves it there!”
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“Are you getting the services from VSI that
you expect and or want to get?”
“I have learned more here in seven years
than I have my whole life.”

